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The Hubble Deep Field (HDF) is an image of a small region in the constellation Ursa Major, constructed from
a series of observations by the Hubble Space Telescope.
Hubble Deep Field - Wikipedia
Astronomy, Star charts, Deep Sky Observing ... Welcome to www.JimsCosmos.com this site contains a
selection of my personal astronomical content.
Jim's Cosmos - Astronomy, Star charts, Deep Sky Observing
This presentation is an overview of astrophotography followed by a tour of the universe using fine
astrophotography. I will show how amateurs achieve professional results from their back yards and will talk
about the requirements, challenges and conditions needed for high-resolution imaging.
Tutorials - Presentations - Ken Crawford
Deep Space Climate Observatory (DSCOVR; formerly known as Triana, unofficially known as GoreSat) is a
NOAA space weather and Earth observation satellite.
Deep Space Climate Observatory - Wikipedia
Overall this camera was an unexpected surprise. CMOS technology has really come on leaps and bounds in
recent years and this is great news for the consumer.
ZWO ASI | Astronomy Cameras
During the spring of 2008 I was looking for a new equatorial mount. Because Iâ€™m mainly involved in astro
photography I was looking for a very stable mount with a good tracking accuracy.
The Mesu-Mount, a high-end mobile mount - astro-imaging.com
Sky & Telescope's Interactive Sky Chart is a Java applet that simulates a naked-eye view of the sky from any
location on Earth, at any time of night, on any date between 1600 and 2400 A.D. Charted ...
Sky Chart Help - Sky & Telescope
The Edmund Astroscan and Orion Telescope & Binoculars's StarBlast 4.5 and XT4.5 (left to right) set the
standard of excellence for small, inexpensive, easy-to-use telescopes.
Three Great, Small Reflectors - Sky & Telescope
The Astronomical League is an umbrella organization of amateur astronomy clubs and societies. Currently
their membership consists of over 240 organizations across the United States. The mission of the
Astronomical League is to promote the science of astronomy through encouraging public interest via local
astronomy clubs.
The Astronomical League
Practical Calculations for Designing a Newtonian Telescope Jeff Beish ( Rev. 05 August 2016 )
INTRODUCTION A Newtonian reflecting telescope can be designed to perform more efficiently
Practical Calculations for Designing a Newtonian Telescope
Building a Roll-Off Roof Observatory for under $1,400 : Chanan Greenberg Page 3 and pushed my wife's
Honda Odyssey to its limits and then some.
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Building a Roll-Off Roof Observatory for under $1,300
The Production Systemâ„¢ by Desktop Metal. At up to 100x the speed of todayâ€™s fastest additive systems
and up to 20x lower cost, Desktop Metalâ€™s Production System is the first metal 3D printing system for
mass production that delivers the speed, quality, and cost-per-part needed to compete with traditional
manufacturing processes.
2018 Edison Award Winners
The ultradeep cache may be scattered within cratonic rootsâ€”the oldest and most immovable sections of
rock that lie beneath the center of most continental tectonic plates.
Sound waves reveal diamond cache deep in Earth's interior
5 1. iEQ45 ProTM German Equatorial Mount Overview The iEQ45 ProTM GOTO German equatorial mount is
one of the next generation premium astro-imaging mounts from iOptron.
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